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To document the morphological and internal architecture of the Bengal Fan, the western margin of the middle 

segment of the Bengal Fan was surveyed in detail with swath bathymetry, sub-bottom profiler, gravity and 

magnetic surveys so as to unravel the tectonic framework and configuration, as well as the geologic history of 

the area, during cruise SR 021. Swath bathymetric survey in an area of 23738 sq. km. in the western margin of 

the middle Bengal Fan brought out detailed morphology of area which forms a part of the abyssal plain with a 

gentle gradient towards south. The western part of the study area is morphologically subdued with no prominent 

features. Towards the central and eastern side, part of two major abandoned channels could be traced. These 

channels are tortuous meanders with a very high sinuosity index. Swath bathymetry data reveal that these 

channels are characterized by all salient geomorphic features of a submarine channel-levee system. The northern 

part of the area is dominated by partially filled abandoned channels which exhibit various geomorphological 

features such as meandering channels, internal and external levees, point bars and ox-bow or meander cut off. 

Based on the general morphology, the channels are segmented into four zones. The upstream and middle parts 

of channel is characterized by high sinuosity and partially filled or abandoned channels. Downstream part of the 

channel-levee system, where the channels are sinuous and meandering are partially filled. Here sinuosity is very 

high and meanders are asymmetrical without cut offs and oxbows. Downstream part of the channel is with 

narrow and deep straight course. These channels terminate as they reach the outer boundary of the fan. Meander 

morphology appears to be more complex in the upstream though the gradient change is very low. Quantitative 

analysis revealed the morphometric characters of the two major abandoned channels ABC-1 and ABC-2. 

Thalweg depth profiles of these channels are in equilibrium and can be classified as graded profiles which 

explain the maturity of the channel. Levee depth profiles show overall concave up shape indicating a 

progressive decrease in the levee development down the channel. Channel relief profile show segmentation and 

this may be attributed by the reactivation or re-incision of the channels especially in the southern part of channel 

ABC-1. Channel height varies locally, which may be due to channel avulsion. Lower channel relief in the up-

channel part indicates the aggradational nature and high relief in the southern part indicate erosive nature of the 

channel or unfilled nature of the channel. 

Based on the acoustic characters of the sea floor and sub-bottom, the echoes of the sub bottom profiler 

are classified into distinct, indistinct, hyperbolic and unclassified echoes, which are further classified into fifteen 

echo types. Levees are characterized by indistinct and hyperbolic echoes. Margin failures, slumps and slides are 

represented by indistinct, echo type V and other unclassified echoes. Gas escaping vents, gas chambers, and 

acoustic basements are acoustic transparent zones. Salient sub-bottom expressions of a channel-levee system of 

a submarine fan delineated from sub-bottom data are mainly depositional features like channel fills, buried 

channels, levees, partly or completely filled channels and younger hemipelagic sediments. Based on the internal 

architecture and interpreted sedimentary facies of the channel-levee system of the study area in concurrence 

with the sea bed morphology, sequential development of the channel-levee system of the study area was 

presumed. Levees were built up by over spilling. 

              Gradational building up of levee occurred and sediment started flowing from the levee crest to the 

distal part by bottom current and resulted in the development of sediment waves. Lateral migration and vertical 



aggradation of the channels occur simultaneously due to erosion and deposition of turbidity currents. Outer 

migration of the channel increased the sinuosity of the channel until channel avulsion through the levee 

occurred. Breaching of well-developed meanders and development of chute channels resulted in the 

development of ox-bow or cut off loop. Over spilling of turbidity currents leads to rapid fill of the channel 

segment resulting in the abandonment of the channel segment. The channel got abandoned and acted as an 

efficient sediment trap which was filled up faster than deposition occurred on the levees. Channel avulsion 

occurred in the southern part of the channel that resulted in the channel migration towards SW and resultant 

abandoned channel is being completely filled up with sediments. Migrated channel, further, underwent a later 

avulsion and resulted in the abandonment and filling up. Due to avulsion, the channel shifted its course from 

south to southwest. This migrated segment of the channel has narrow and deep channel with straight course and 

are not filled up with sediments. The study area is in close proximity of the northern part of the 85 East Ridge 

which is one of the prominent tectonic features in the Eastern Continental Margin of India (ECMI). High 

amplitude gravity low observed in the FA anomaly map can be interpreted as part of the steep negative gravity 

associated with the northern most part of the 85 East Ridge. The negative FA gravity anomaly observed in the 

survey area can mainly be attributed to flexure of the Moho and/or sagging of the oceanic crust and in general 

terms, the observed negative gravity anomaly is the sum of sedimentation anomaly and ridge anomaly. The 

magnetic (T.F) anomalies observed in the survey area are of very complex in nature and do not show any 

particular anomaly pattern. The overall strength of the magnetization of the ridge suggests that the ridge is made 

of highly magnetized rocks. The complex magnetic (T.F) anomalies can be attributed to the presence of 

thick pile of meta-sedimentary rocks in the survey area. 
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